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Overcoming the limitations of conventional linear spec-
troscopy used in multispectral photoacoustic imaging,
wherein a linear relationship is assumed between the ab-
sorbed optical energy and the absorption spectra of the
chromophore at a specific location, is crucial for obtaining
accurate spatially-resolved quantitative functional infor-
mation by exploiting known chromophore-specific spec-
tral characteristics. This study introduces a non-invasive
phase-filtered differential photoacoustic technique, wave-
length-modulated differential photoacoustic radar (WM-
DPAR) imaging that addresses this issue by eliminating
the effect of the unknown wavelength-dependent fluence.
It employs two laser wavelengths modulated out-of-phase
to significantly suppress background absorption while am-
plifying the difference between the two photoacoustic sig-
nals. This facilitates pre-malignant tumor identification
and hypoxia monitoring, as minute changes in total hemo-
globin concentration and hemoglobin oxygenation are de-
tectable. The system can be tuned for specific applications
such as cancer screening and SO2 quantification by regu-
lating the amplitude ratio and phase shift of the signal.
The WM-DPAR imaging of a head and neck carcinoma
tumor grown in the thigh of a nude rat demonstrates the
functional PA imaging of small animals in vivo. The PA
appearance of the tumor in relation to tumor vascularity

is investigated by immunohistochemistry. Phase-filtered
WM-DPAR imaging is also illustrated, maximizing quan-
titative SO2 imaging fidelity of tissues.

Oxygenation levels within a tumor grown in the thigh of a
nude rat using the two-wavelength phase-filtered differen-
tial PAR method.
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1. Introduction

A major advantage photoacoustics (PA) offers in
preclinical/clinical applications is its intrinsically
spectroscopic imaging capability [1–4] devoid of the
depth limitations associated with optical methods.
Properly chosen laser excitation wavelengths allow
for selective enhancement of chromophore-specific
contrast and spatial resolution. PA imaging is parti-
cularly sensitive to blood oxygenation, allowing for
the potential measurement of critical diagnostic
parameters for the metabolic state of lesions and
therefore, early cancer diagnosis [5, 6].

In this work, we introduce wavelength-modulated
differential photoacoustic radar (WM-DPAR) im-
aging for the functional imaging of a tumor in vivo.
Laser beams at two distinct wavelengths are chirp-
modulated out-of-phase (�180° phase difference)
with each other. The wavelengths are selected based
on the absorption spectra of oxy- (HbO2) and
deoxy- (Hb) hemoglobin such that the molar extinc-
tion coefficients of oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin coin-
cide at one of the wavelengths (808 nm, near the iso-
sbestic point) while their molar extinction coeffi-
cients exhibit a significant difference at the other wa-
velength (i.e. 680 nm, in this case). This results in
the PA signal being highly sensitive to changes in
the optical parameters of blood at 680 nm while re-
maining relatively insensitive at 808 nm. The simul-
taneous use of the two wavelengths modulated out-
of-phase significantly suppresses background noise
by canceling out variations caused by the local flu-
ence (capable of undermining spectral interpretation
of PA images), while conversely amplifying the dif-
ference between the two signals, thus yielding high
sensitivity and specificity for accurate tissue hypoxia
assessment.

Tumor hypoxia has become a hallmark of cancer
diagnostics and a critical issue in cancer therapy
management [7–9]. Cancer is a major health prob-
lem worldwide and the second leading cause of
death (one in four deaths) in the United States [10]
alone. Early cancer detection and treatment signifi-
cantly increase the chances of survival [11]. Hyper-
proliferating cancerous cells [12–14] resulting from
genetic mutations drastically alter oxygen and nutri-
ent utilization [15] such that characteristic metabolic
changes are redirected to support the large biosyn-
thetic demands of cell growth and proliferation. The
result is the rapid development of a dense microvas-
cular network via angiogenesis to perpetuate tumor
growth during the multistage development of inva-
sive cancers (premalignant and malignant phases
alike) [16], and the fall in intratumoral oxygenation
levels causing a hypoxic mass. Dilated and tortuous
abnormal vessels form in the locally increased micro-
vascular density region. PA imaging is investigated
for microvessel quantitation as a prognostic param-

eter for head and neck squamous cell carcinoma as
done in pathology by analyzing immunohistochemi-
cally (IHC) stained tissue specimens under a micro-
scope [17–19]. Ultrasound (US), though useful in the
diagnostic assessment largely for palpable mass ana-
lysis, distinguishing between solid masses and cysts,
and guiding biopsies, is usually unable to evaluate
early cancer, as it often shows no anatomical and
morphological differences between the tumor and
healthy tissue as yet and is operator-dependent. A
comparison is made between US and PA images
with histopathological corroboration.

Though several tumor hypoxia assessment mod-
alities exist, none has been clinically approved for
routine practice, thereby impeding the clinical devel-
opment of hypoxia-based therapies. Polarographic
electrodes, the current benchmark for tumor hypox-
ia detection and characterization [7], are highly inva-
sive and require significant technical skill making
measurement repeatability extremely challenging.
The method also overestimates hypoxia in necrotic
sample regions due to the inability of the probe to
discriminate between viable and necrotic tissue [20].
Tumor hypoxia assessment is valuable to radiation
oncologists, surgeons, and biotechnology and phar-
maceutical companies engaged in the development
of hypoxia-based therapies or treatment strategies
[7, 11], ultimately improving patient outcomes.

Accurate noninvasive techniques for tumor hy-
poxia assessment and monitoring are needed in or-
der to develop effective hypoxia modification thera-
pies. Suited for in vivo clinical assessment of tumor
hypoxia are noninvasive modalities that rely on en-
dogenous markers, including near-infrared (NIR)
spectroscopy/tomography [21, 22], blood oxygen lev-
el-dependent MRI (BOLD-MRI) [23] and photo-
acoustic tomography (PAT) [4, 24, 25]. NIR spectro-
scopy is limited in tissue penetration and low spatial
resolution [26] whereas BOLD-MRI, though capable
of providing useful complementary qualitative infor-
mation, is deoxyhemoglobin concentration-depen-
dent [27] (instead of pO2 directly) making it suscep-
tible to the influence of other independent variables
not related to tissue oxygenation. Biomedical PAT
detects less-scattering acoustic waves generated from
absorbed electromagnetic energy with comparable
axial resolution (�mm) and signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) facilitating accurate tumor hypoxia assess-
ment [6]. The feasibility of the WM-DPAR imaging
modality has been demonstrated using heparinized
sheep blood at decreasing oxygenation levels circu-
lating in plastic tubing [28]. The method was shown
to be more sensitive to minute changes in SO2 and
tHb than single-wavelength FD-PAR imaging, with
significant improvement in sensitivity, dynamic range
(contrast), SNR and spatial resolution. In this paper,
the WM-DPAR modality is further applied for accu-
rate quantitative absolute SO2 imaging in vivo and
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monitoring of a rat in contrast with a two single-wa-
velength FD-PAR method. This is particularly valu-
able for clinical applications, as benchmarks of tu-
mor formation such as angiogenesis and hypoxia can
be detected.

The WM-DPAR imaging modality herein de-
scribed operates on frequency domain (FD) princi-
ples using compact, inexpensive continuous-wave
(CW) lasers, instead of the bulkier and expensive
pulsed lasers used in conventional biomedical PA.
The FD modality possesses depth-selective imaging
capabilities [29] and applies matched filtering to gen-
erate a high peak power cross-correlation response.
Furthermore, the WM-DPAR imager possesses
higher diagnostic power and reliability at each
probed subsurface depth as it provides three pairs of
images (each pair being amplitude and phase-based)
congruently instead of one in pulsed PA imaging. It
provides separate images for the two applied wave-
lengths as well as the differential image. Since the
phase tends to be more localized and of higher dy-
namic range (contrast) than amplitude as well as
being optical fluence independent, it can be used to
further improve the SNR and spatial resolution of
images [30].

2. Theoretical background

A PA image is an estimate of the distribution of in-
itial acoustic pressure arising from the optical ab-
sorption when tissue is irradiated with a light pulse
which can be described as

p xð Þ ¼ Γ xð Þ h xð Þ ¼ Γ xð Þ μa xð ÞΦ x; μa; μs; gð Þ ð1Þ

where x is the spatial variable, Γ is the Grüneisen
parameter of the tissue, μa; μs are the absorption and
scattering coefficients, respectively, and is the wave-
length-dependent fluence distribution that depends
on μa (and μs), resulting in the nonlinear depen-
dence of the absorbed energy density, h; on chromo-
phore concentrations.

The absorption coefficient of blood is dominated
by the optical absorption of hemoglobin. It is thus
represented as

μa λ;CtHb; SO2ð Þ
¼ ln 10ð Þ CtHb SO2εHbO2;λ þ 1� SO2ð Þ εHb;λ

� � ð2Þ

where CtHb is the total hemoglobin concentration
(and therefore SO2 can be defined as
SO2 ¼ CHbO2=CtHb), and εHbO2 ; εHb are the molar ex-
tinction coefficients of oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin
at the specific wavelength, λ.

Using the quotient of two single-wavelength
PAR amplitude measurements in the quantification
of SO2, allows for the elimination of the effect of the
variation in Γ between different tissue types, without
assuming uniform Γ as commonly used throughout
the tissue [31]. The quotient approach, herein re-
ferred to as the two single-wavelength PAR method,
also eliminates the effect of the CtHb (or hematocrit
level) and system transfer function, by careful, pain-
staking pressure normalization using laser fluence
from differing laser-dependent Gaussian-shaped
beam profiles due to varying spot sizes required for
adequate reliability. It is unlikely that the fluence
distribution remains unchanged through a change in
wavelength to an absorption peak as used in our
methodology. The SO2 expression is, therefore, ob-
tained by

p680=Φ680

p808=Φ808
¼ μa;680

μa;808
¼ SO2εHbO2;680 þ 1� SO2ð Þ εHb;680

� �

SO2εHbO2;808 þ 1� SO2ð Þ εHb;808
� �

ð3Þ
leading to

SO2 ¼ εHb;680 � εHb;808R
αR� γ

ð4Þ

where

R ¼ p680=Φ680

p808=Φ808
; α ¼ εHbO2;808 � εHb;808 ;

γ ¼ εHbO2;680 � εHb;680

Conversely, applying our two-wavelength differ-
ential PAR amplitude method using the WM-DPAR
imager, the effect of the unknown wavelength-de-
pendent fluence, which is a significant concern in
conventional linear spectroscopy, can be eliminated
using a ratio of two out-of-phase differential PAR
measurements. This modality, however, depends on
the local hematocrit level, unlike the two single-wa-
velength PAR amplitude mode. Slight measurement
errors are introduced when the typical range of CtHb
from the literature (34–57% [32, 33]) for 13-week
old female rats is considered, as used in our experi-
ment. The differential PAR amplitude signal can be
described using Eq. (1) as

pdiff / μa;680 � kμa;808
¼ ln 10ð Þ CtHb SO2 εHbO2;680 � kεHbO2;808

� ��

þ 1� SO2ð Þ εHb;680 � kεHb;808
� ��

ð5Þ

where k is a system constant experimentally deter-
mined from the amplitude ratio A680=A808ð Þ and
phase difference θ680 � θ808ð Þ applied between the
two laser wavelengths. This experimental determina-
tion is no easy feat without prior knowledge of the
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μa;680 and μa;808 for a reference blood sample, which
is often unknown or involves some invasive proce-
dure. It is important to note here that k must also be
carefully selected with respect to the specific chro-
mophore characteristics (for example, HbO2/Hb ab-
sorption spectra, in our case) for accurate results
and data integrity. Processing the differential PAR
signals relative to a reference differential PAR mea-
surement, enables the determination of SO2 devoid
of the effects of the k determination and without an-
other calibration (proportionality between differen-
tial PAR signal and k) in order to make use of a
relative k instead. SO2 is, thus, determined as

SO2

¼ SOref
2 αpdiff þ β ln 10ð Þ CtHbð Þ þ εHb;808 pdiff � prefdiff

� �

αprefdiff þ β ln 10ð Þ CtHb

ð6Þ
where

β ¼ εHbO2;680εHb;808 � εHb;680εHbO2;808

3. Materials and methods

3.1 Experimental set-up

Our system employs a 680 nm laser (LDX-3230-680;
MO, USA) and a CW 808 nm laser diode (Jenoptik
JOLD-120-QPXF-2P, Goeschwitzer, Jena, Ger-
many) for illumination. The 680 nm laser, with a
maximum optical power (out-of-fiber) of �1.4 W, is
integrated with a customized laser driver (VFM5-25;
MESSTEC, BY, DE) on an aluminum heat sink,
while the 808 nm laser, with a maximum power of
5 W, is modulated using a software function genera-
tor. A frequency-sweep range of 300 kHz–3 MHz is
applied to the lasers. A coupler is employed to bet-
ter align both laser beams to the same spot and then
a collimator (F230SMA-B; ThorLabs, NJ, USA) is
used for collimating into a 0.8 mm diameter. A
3.5 MHz single-element ultrasonic transducer (C383;
Olympus Panametrics, CA, USA) revolves around
the sample to detect the generated PA signals. Most
components of the set-up have freedom of motion in
all directions (X, Y and Z). The sample and transdu-
cer are fully submerged in water for acoustic cou-
pling. A pre-amplifier (5662; Olympus Panametrics,
CA, USA) is used for PA signal amplification. The
NI PXIe-1065 (National Instruments, Austin, TX,
USA) data acquisition system collects the data
needed for image reconstruction via signal process-
ing using custom Lab View (National Instruments,
Austin, TX, USA) and Matlab software code. The

block diagram of the experimental set-up is shown
in Figure 1.

3.2 Cancer cell preparation

Human hypopharyngeal head and neck squamous
cell carcinoma FaDu cell lines were obtained from
the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas,
VA), and cultured in MEM F-15 supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum. The right thigh of the nude
rat was injected subcutaneously with 4.8 × 106 cul-
tured cells/100 μl and imaged consecutively over a
three week period (results presented for one ses-
sion). The animal was fully anesthetized throughout
the experiment by administering 1.4 L/min of oxygen
and 1 L/min of isofluorane gas. An IR lamp and a
heater with a thermostat were used to regulate the
animal body temperature. The experiment was per-
formed under the guidelines of animal protocol
20011459 approved by the Division of Comparative
Medicine (DCM) of the Faculty of Medicine, Uni-
versity of Toronto. Animal handling was also per-
formed according to guidelines for laboratory animal
care.

3.3 Imaging procedures

Detailed descriptions of the foundations of our WM-
DPAR (and FD-PAR) technique are available else-
where [4, 30, 34]. The superior accuracy of the WM-
DPAR method in SO2 quantification of an in-vitro
blood-containing plastisol phantom over other PA
modalities has also been shown in [35] and verified
using a gas analyzer (gold standard). The sample
(rat thigh) is positioned near the center of rotation,
25 mm from the surface of the transducer, and 100
chirps are coherently averaged to enhance the SNR
of the PA signals. Moreover, to optimize the WM-
DPAR method, the power of the two lasers is tuned
to achieve a unity amplitude ratio (�240 mW/cm2

power density over a 2 cm beam diameter, which is

Figure 1 Block diagram of the experimental set-up of the
WM-DPAR imaging system.
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within safe maximum permissible exposure (MPE)
limits) and the phase difference to 180° so that the
differential PA signal of HbO2 is minimized (zero-
ed). The validity and sensitivity of the WM-DPAR
modality is tested in comparison to single-wave-
length FD-PAR tomography by imaging the subcu-
taneously cancer cell-injected right thigh of a nude
rat. The morphological size of the tumor region of
interest (ROI) is measured at the time of imaging to
be �12 mm (anterior-posterior) ×12 mm (medial-lat-
eral) ×3 mm (height above skin) using a vernier cali-
per.

A horizontal field of view (FOV) of the ROI of
50 mm is achieved within a �20 min measurement
time. A relaxation time (in which the laser is off) of
55% of the imaging time is required for consecutive
imaging. Parallel acquisition of detection elements
was not possible in this version. Providing additional
National Instruments (NI) cards and detection ele-
ments, simultaneous acquisition for data collection
can improve the frame rate for real-time imaging
(i.e. �25 Hz). The system is also adequate for inte-
gration with clinical US systems for co-registration
since a FD beamforming algorithm similar to that
employed in conventional US imaging can be used
for PA image reconstruction. The reconstructed im-
age is the spatial cross-correlation function between
the PA response and the reference signal used for
laser source modulation (the radar principle).

4. Results and discussion

A photograph of the position of the rat placed in its
seat, relative to the transducer, is provided in Fig-
ure 2(b). The post-surgery tissue specimen obtained
for histopathology analysis measuring at
10 mm × 10 mm × 4 mm is also shown in Figure 2(a).
The red circle marks the tumor ROI. The presence
of a palpable mass is evident in a raised lump at the
ROI thirteen days after injecting the cancer cells (at
the time of imaging). The pure US image of the can-
cer cell-injected rat was obtained using the Sonix-
TOUCH US imager at a frequency of 4 MHz as
shown in Figure 2(c). The tumor, though not imme-
diately obvious and distinguishable from other tissue
such as muscle and tendon, can be seen as an un-
sharply delineated, irregular mass with inhomoge-
neous echo internal structure (indicated by the
dashed white oval).

Histopathological studies and validation were
conducted to confirm the presence of the cancerous
tumor and its vascularity in the right thigh of the rat.
Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining and IHC
staining were performed on the removed tissue and
the stained sections were reviewed under a micro-
scope with ×20 magnification as shown in Figure 3.

A biomarker for blood vessel endothelium (CD31)
is used on tissue specimens. H&E staining shows a
cellular neoplasm arranged in nests and sheets (Fig-
ure 3(a)). The surrounding healthy tissue shows eo-
sinophilic hyaline staining. Matching CD31 IHC
staining reveals an increased overall spread of tumor
blood microvessel density over the entire lesion as a
result of the cancer (Figure 3(b)), appearing more
pronounced at the lesion border than in certain
areas. Areas with high vascularity are observed in
the lesion periphery (Figure 3(c) – black border; (d) –
green border) and those with mostly lower vascular-
ity are in the center (Figure 3(e) – blue border; (f) –
red border) of the lesion.

Although the location of the PA tomography
FOV (perpendicular to the skin/tumor) does not
provide composite 3D images for direct comparison
with Figure 3 (tumor slices parallel to the skin used
for H&E and IHC staining), the histopathological
analysis corroborates the PAR imaging results, con-
firming (pre)malignancy and providing spatial fea-
tures of the tumor (slice) useful as an image location
reference.

The reconstructed PAR images in Figure 4
clearly indicate the location of part of the tumor and
other relevant absorbing markers (like the skin, not
included for clarity) from the transducer surface.
The PA vertical FOV is through the center of the
dashed oval shown in the US image (Figure 2(c)).
The image maximum intensity corresponds to the
maximum signal amplitude obtained for a given
mode, indicating the presence of an absorber. The
PAR images show a confined region of high inten-
sity measuring �3 mm (only part of the tumor due
to illumination limitations). The PAR images, unlike

Figure 2 (a) Removed tumor showing its length, width and
height; (b) Photograph of experimental set-up showing rat
secured to the seat and the relative position of the irradia-
tion source and transducer to it; (c) Pure US image ob-
tained from commercial Ultrasonix imager FO: Optical fi-
ber; T: Transducer.
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their US counterparts, are less sensitive to the pre-
sence of the surrounding tissue, but are highly sensi-
tive to the presence of increased blood flow in the
tumor. Thus, the PAR images exhibit better contrast
and sensitivity, providing much clearer information
regarding the tumor. This is particularly significant
for much earlier stage tumor imaging: PAR images
(not shown) reveal the tumor only six days after can-
cer-cell injection while the tumor is indistinguishable
in the corresponding US image. Normalized ampli-
tude-only and phase-only images are obtained for
the single-wavelength 680 nm (Figure 4(a), (d)) and
808 nm (Figure 4(b), (e)) methods as well as the dif-
ferential PAR modality (Figure 4(c), (f)) using the
WM-DPAR system. Normalization is achieved by
scaling each image to values within [0, 1] using the
maximum intensity. A common maximum is applied

to the 680 nm and 808 nm images to facilitate ade-
quate comparison and portrayal of the tumor. The
680 nm PAR amplitude image (Figure 4(a)) shows
much higher intensity for Hb compared to HbO2,
while the 808 nm PAR amplitude image (Figure 4(b))
exhibits higher intensity for tHb in general. The
differential PAR mode is tuned to zero local flu-
ence-induced variations at the highest SO2 level, in
order to enhance sensitivity and specificity for accu-
rate hypoxia monitoring. Differential PAR ampli-
tude, therefore, increases with decreasing SO2 with
improved dynamic range. A relative intensity map of
Hb and HbO2 is obtained in Figure 4(c), though em-
bedded in significant background intensities. This
demonstrates the inability of the differential PAR
amplitude to clearly differentiate the reduced rela-
tive intensity map of Hb and HbO2 from the back-

Figure 3 Post-surgical histopatho-
logical analysis via xenografts in
which (a) the H&E stained tumor
slide shows the cancer region, and
(b) the CD31 stained slide shows
an inhomogeneous vascular distri-
bution as highlighted in the se-
lected areas (c)–(f) at the tumor
borders and center.

Figure 4 Normalized reconstructed
PAR images using the 680 nm laser
only (a, d), PAR images using the
808 nm laser only (b, e), and differ-
ential PAR images (c, f) using both
lasers for in vivo imaging of a nude
rat subcutaneously injected with
cancer cells. Laser irradiation is
from above at �45° to the transdu-
cer (revolving counterclockwise
over 180° from the bottom of the
images).
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ground noise in a complex system, such as imaging
in vivo. The phase images (Figure 4(d), (e), (f))
show a more localized tumor with better contrast
and spatial location consistency than the amplitude
images (Figure 4(a), (b), (c)).

Filtering the amplitude with the inverse of the
standard deviation (SD) of the phase produces images
with improved contrast and resolution. The tumor in
the phase-filtered images shown in Figure 5 for the
single-wavelength 680 nm, single-wavelength 808 nm
and differential PAR modalities, respectively, seems
just as localized and particularly more accentuated
(higher contrast) due to the suppressed background
absorption and noise resulting from phase-filtering.
Coupled with the amplified signal difference be-
tween the out-of-phase modulated lasers used in the
differential PAR modality, further enhancement in
the sensitivity and dynamic range of the phase-filtered
differential WM-DPAR image (Figure 5(c)) is ob-
served. This results in higher fidelity in size and shape
reconstruction, which enables more accurate PA vi-
sualizations to be generated. Hence, the phase-filtered
WM-DPAR image provides more highly resolved,
better contrast and dimension-consistent images of

the tumor compared to the single-wavelength 680 nm
and 808 nm FD-PARmodes separately.

Figure 6 shows the quantitative SO2 images ob-
tained using the two single-wavelength FD-PAR
method (Figure 6(a), (c)) compared to the WM-
DPAR modality (Figure 6(b), (d)). A baseline SO2
level of 92% is applied for HbO2 with the typical
SO2 range in healthy rats being 89–92% [36–38].
From the quantitative imaging results of the imaged
FOV calculated using Eq. (6) with CtHb ¼ 44%, the
tumor shows lower SO2 levels than the surrounding
tissue in the differential PAR amplitude case (Fig-
ure 6(b)), though not falling below the nominally
normal SO2 range. Applying Eq. (4), the two single-
wavelength FD-PAR amplitude mode (Figure 6(a))
overestimates the hypoxic level with depth, as can
be deduced by inspection of the PAR amplitude
images in Figure 4(a), (b), (c). This is due to the ef-
fect of variations in surface absorption between the
different wavelengths, and consequently, the signifi-
cant variations in fluence with depth. Simultaneous
detection and acquisition would be a useful improve-
ment to better and more adequately interrogate and
observe the entire ROI instead of a single scanline.

Figure 5 Normalized reconstructed
phase-filtered PAR images using
(a) the 680 nm laser only, (b) the
808 nm laser only, and (c) the dif-
ferential PAR modality using both
lasers for in vivo imaging of a nude
rat subcutaneously injected with
cancer cells.

Figure 6 Oxygenation levels within
the tumor using (a) two single-wa-
velength PAR amplitude measure-
ments, (b) two-wavelength differ-
ential PAR amplitude method, (c)
two single-wavelength phase-fil-
tered PAR measurements, and (d)
two-wavelength phase-filtered dif-
ferential PAR method.
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Upon filtering the quantitative SO2 two single-
wavelength and two-wavelength differential PAR
amplitude images with the inverse of the SD of the
phase from the combined 808 nm and 680 nm, and
differential PAR measurements, respectively, the re-
sults are significantly improved with better correla-
tion to the qualitative phase-filtered PAR images. A
combination of the inverse of the SD of the phase
from the 808 nm and 680 nm modes is employed, in-
stead of that of the 808 nm measurement only, to al-
low for dimensional integrity of the tumor. The two
single-wavelength phase-filtered SO2 PAR image
(Figure 6(c)) is, therefore, greatly improved with
better spatial consistency of the tumor compared to
the single-wavelength phase-filtered 680 nm and
808 nm FD-PAR modes separately. Furthermore,
the two-wavelength phase-filtered differential SO2
PAR image (Figure 6(d)) shows significantly im-
proved sensitivity with adequate size and shape fide-
lity for accurate quantitative SO2 visualization.

The experimental results obtained show that sin-
gle-wavelength PAR images may be qualitatively in-
complete and quantitatively unreliable, whereas dif-
ferential PAR modality can provide the most reli-
able and quantitatively accurate images.

5. Conclusion

The imaging of cancer cells injected into the right
thigh of a nude rat demonstrated the validity of
phase-filtered WM-DPAR modality for the func-
tional imaging of small animals in vivo. Experimen-
tal results presented demonstrate live animal testing
and show enhancements in SNR, contrast and spatial
resolution, providing clearer information regarding
the tumor via phase-filtered differential PA imaging
owing to the high localization of the phase, minimi-
zation of background noise and amplification of sig-
nal differences.

The WM-DPAR modality was also used in the
quantification of SO2, showing greater sensitivity to
minute changes in tHb and SO2, than single-wave-
length FD-PAR imaging. This is valuable for clinical
applications, as benchmarks of tumor formation such
as angiogenesis and hypoxia, can be detected. The
WM-DPAR images were further improved in terms
of dimensional integrity, dynamic range (contrast),
SNR, and spatial resolution by applying image nor-
malization techniques and phase-filtering. Potential
problems (less quantitative reliability) with consecu-
tive single-wavelength imaging contrast widely used
in multispectral PA imaging were revealed and a
method for quantitative differential PA imaging that
yields precise contrast based on the level of tumor
hypoxia was presented. Further studies are under-
way to extend the WM-DPAR modality to three-di-

mensional quantitative tumor hypoxia imaging and
fully amalgamate both US and WM-DPAR modal-
ities into a single imager.
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